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ABSTRACT

This study aims to understand the Indonesian fragile character when they come face to face with the 
“imported religion” and foreign civilizations that spread throughout the archipelago. This study uses the 
cultural studies approach, so that it largely dismantling the stability in the life of the nation and state. The 
method used in the study is abstraction (meta-analysis), by comparing various critical thoughts constructed 
trough critical studies. The results of the study are Indonesian ancestors were Malays-Austronesia who 
already had religious system of worshiping ancestral spirit ,four older brother “nyama pat”, and super 
natural power.  The introduction of foreign religions system tempted the desire of the Indonesia to 
acquire it but soon to forget his own religion. Science and technology is a new civilization adopted from 
the western culture. Thus, Indonesian should not feel inferior if they are not able to acquire the product of 
the western culture, but they should be ashamed if foreigners are practicing Indonesian local genius well. 
The development of science and technology and western civilization should not dominate Indonesian 
civilization (ngudi kesempurnaan to ngudi kewicaksanaan). The character of Indonesian become inferior 
and unfit for developing the country because of the unfiltered adoption of foreign culture. The unfiltered 
adoption of foreign culture causes the Indonesian personality and character eroded to the root. Colonial 
discourse is full of hegemony, lust and desire debauchery, because of lack critical consciousness Indonesian 
became peanut which forget their own nutshell, abandoning humanity, civilization, and their national 
identity. Thus, it is necessary to develop critical consciousness in education, by developing exemplary, 
devoted, and friendly nature and serving. It is very important to understand the critical history of the 
nation that has been oppressed by colonial discourse. The understanding of critical national history is a 
filter in receiving foreign influences, so that the nation character is not fading away. The desire to follow 
foreign civilization in the form of culture, social system, system of ideas / religious system is expected 
not to eliminate Indonesian identity.
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I. Introduction 

Indonesian is prioritizing physical development than character building. The technology invention 
and physical development since the 7th century until the Indonesian independence has found their 
magnificence (Cf. Sztompka, 2008:13). Borobudur, Prambanan, Monas, Semanggi bridge, Sosrobahu 
and airplane developed by the Indonesian engineers have been well acknowledge by International 
community. Nation figure such as Soekarno, BJ Habibie and Cok Raka Sukawati are the patron for the 
technology development. However, the nation character is becoming fragile and inferior after it comes 
face to face with the foreign culture. The history of the nation character is interesting to be studied, is the 
nation character influenced by its past colonialism and feudalism? or the cultural value system always 
exhibits its desire to enjoy foreign goods and culture and abandon its important belonging. Soekarno 
realized the weakness of his nation character, but none his successor paid substantial effort to build 
the nation character. They even use the issue only for political purpose which consistently used before 
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the general election (Lacan, 2009). Based on the background, the problems can be formulated are as 
follows: “why the Indonesia are becoming fragile after their encounter with foreign culture, and why do 
Indonesian accept every new change brought by the foreign culture and willingly abandon their culture, 
how is local wisdom role in relation to the nation issue? The objective of this study is to develop critical 
history consciousness that prioritizing ‘Locally manufactured product/local genius/ Balinese religious 
system and selectively acquiring imported product/culture which can weaken the nation character.

II. Critical Approach 

Historically, the critical approach has two different schools (1) cultural study (Bermingham 
school) (2) Critical theory (Frankfurt school). The approaches are to straighten out the world view of 
the Indonesian in achieving their independence goal. Western post colonial hegemony is unconsciously 
becoming the way of life for the nation leader, even  its current meaning is stronger than the colonialism 
itself (Cf. Anom. 2011). Critical thinking openly question the existing thought by creating new counter-
thought to be contested on the academic work. Even though the new counter-thought posses less power 
than the existing though, the power struggle continues to rage. Power relation, economy, prestige, sexual 
libido and other interest are rewritten into multicultural society (Parekh, 2012; Tilaar, 2007; Watson, 
2000). Giddens (2010) sees the relationship between the agent-time-and structure which share the same 
concept as desa-kala-patra. Marx dialectic thinking is developed primarily to understand the political and 
socio-cultural of the society. A.Gramsci strongly opposed Karl Max. He believes that hegemony does 
not occurs exclusively on the economic, but it also persist in social discourse which affect the human 
desire that in turn influences the behavior of the society (Barker, 2004:48). Discourse uses language as 
a dominative and repressive apparatus of the ruling class. Meanwhile, Jean F Loytard perceives that 
hegemony as language game, in political discourse language game is responsible for the formation of 
social reality (Hall, dkk, 2011:265; Barker, 2004). Therefore, language represents the contestation of 
social reality discourse (Santoso, 2012:24). The contestation is kind of counter ideology trough language-
expressed thinking. M. Foucault mentions that the language archeology and genealogy and its method 
creates new consequence in history. History is actually the development of “system of thought” which 
determines how the knowledge is practiced at a given time. Genealogy is talking about erased and added 
value on the archeology and discourse, so critical history in Foucault view is talking about archeology 
and genealogy (Parchiano,2012:165). Hegemonic properties of the western post colonial discourse is 
confusing, thus there is a need of critical thinking to dismantle it (Hardiman, 2003:18). Other thinkers 
also try to dismantle the colonial hegemony which is largely based on the power, economy and new 
types of colonialism (Martono,2016;Haryatmoko,2010; Robinson, 2006; Suryawan, 2005). Balinese 
(oriental culture) have already developed their own way of life for arranging community. The concept of 
rwabhineda, tri hita karana, the concept of triangga, nyatur and other indigenous concepts have already 
been part of the Balinese life 1, the foreign influence is harmonized into part of Balinese way of life. In 
it application, it is often found that foreign culture packed as local culture or vice versa. Concerning this 
phenomenon, there is urgent need to develop critical thinking to counter the domination of foreign culture, 
therefore the distinction between local and foreign culture is clear. The local and foreign culture are tried 
to be put together eclectically to get an enlightening critical consciousness (Anh, 1984:92). The method 
used to answer the questions is mostly abstraction (metaphysic). It greatly depends on the understanding 
of the writer upon article, research, and other writing. It is moral duty of the writer to ensure the truth of 
the work academically. Facts are gathered from the data of artifact, sociofact, and religiofact, and other 
data from the social science which is worth considered. The artifacts are both tangible and intangible 
which can only be understood by comprehending the social system, religious system, and the changes 
that happens over period of time (Endraswara, 2006; Kuntowijoyo, 2004; Burke,2011:125; Purwanto, 
2006:10)

1  Mimicry and hibridity are the concept of postcolonial developed by H.K. Bhabha (Martono,2016).
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III. The Indonesia Identity That Tempts The Desire 

Indonesia is multicultural nation and want to unite under the same language, though and action 
but the desire to unite is tempted by the desire to outperform western in science and technology lead 
the Indonesian to forget their valuable local genius. Indonesian is well known for their exceptional 
local genius, but they begin abandoning them because of their desire to acquire the advance foreign 
culture which is totally different from the eastern culture orientation. Indonesian often fall to the believe 
that western culture is better than their native culture. Westerners are appreciating the eastern cultural 
orientation because they simply do not have one. Unfortunately, Indonesian often uses the understanding 
and result of the research conduct by foreign researchers used against their own nation, as if the work of 
foreign researcher and tinker is better than Indonesian (Said, 2010). Western and eastern culture are totally 
different. Western culture seeks to cultivate nature while the eastern focus on enriching the character. 
In other word, western civilization is “ngudi-kewicaksanaan” meanwhile eastern civilization is “ngudi 
kesampurnaan/manuggaling kaula gusti” (Endraswara, 2011). As an opposing direction, western culture 
points toward earth and eastern culture points toward sky. But, Indonesian should not fall to chauvinism 
as the Balinese local genius of rwabineda has tough to harmonize the two opposing thing to get better 
life (Anh, 1984:65). The local genius of trihita karana lies on the harmonious relationship between 
human and God, human and human human and human and their environment. Undiksha is pioneer in 
implementing local genius of tri hita karana in its vision as orientation for future development. Alumnus 
of Undiksha are expected to perform their role based on their expertise on their daily life. The concept 
of God-human relation (THK1) bears the fact that the Indonesian ancestor is Malay Austronesia and 
already has indigenous religion, so Indonesian who believe in foreign religion must not leave their true 
identity as an Malay Austronesia. Indonesian is a united nation but there are other races exist in Indonesia 
they are actually a migrant who come to Indonesia because of various factors. The trace of megalithic 
religious system can be seen on the artifact, such as ligga-yoni, manhir, punden berundak, fondusha, tahta 
batu, sarcophagus, and the believe of sacred tree and big rock. The megalithic artifacts are dedicated to 
(1) worship ancestral spirit; (2) worship sang catur sanak, and (3) worship nature supernatural power 
2 (Pageh, 2009). The desire to acquire the foreign religious system made the Indonesian leaving their 
indigenous religious system. Therefore, the foreign religious system is blindly accepted, and then the 
indigenous religion is classified as idol (Sregig, 2014:76). The trihita karana based social system is put 
aside but the foreign system is praised. The fact that chauvinism of the foreign religious system often 
forgets the existence of Indonesia identity, in adopting social system Indonesia is often leaving their own 
social system. The influence of Indian religious system along with its believe of feudalism, paternalistic, 
and the concept of devaraja overpower the concept of manusa pada and ulu upad native to Balinese 
religious system (Pageh, 2018; Anom, 2011). Christianity from the west which feature humanity is 
above all takes the form of human right, individualism, rationalism, science including democracy and 
other government system dominates the eastern cultural system. The new religious system makes the 
Indonesian questions their indigenous religious system and at last abandon it. New though in Indonesian 
such as democracy, science, exemplary, services are hard to be implemented. Recognition of human 
right, rationalism, individualism, and multiculturalism are entering Indonesia Recognition of human 
right, rationalism, individualism, and multiculturalism are also entering Indonesia (Hardiman,2011; 
Lickona, 2014). New though has been used as ius positum to develop new Indonesia with totally new 
collective consciousness. The old culture such as corruption, practice, theater state, and polygamy takes 
the other form in society. Post colonial Indonesian are stuck. Thye are now in the middle of crossroad, 
politically they are the result of western colonialism but their true identity is eastern civilization, as a 
result they fall back to the “zeitgeist and cultuurgebudenhaid western civilization. This has been troubled 
Indonesia the most in finding their nation identity (Thompson, 2015; Haryatmoko, 2014). The man-
nature relationship as it is commonly used in the tagline “go green go clean’ live only under political 
purpose but people never reflect it in their life. The western culture is exceptionally good at preserving 
the nature even though they have not explicitly acknowledged the tri hita karana concept. Unfortunately, 
Balinese is now abandoning their sacred land which is crucial in implementing the system of save the 

2  Religion is seen antropoogically as megical power outside of the human body
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word, go green and clean, hard work and animal welfare. The manipulation leave the concept is done 
by rationalization and justification. The Balinese only accept thing that fulfils their lust which brings 
them to psychologically and mentally handicapped nation. The President of Indonesia Republic Joko 
Widodo has already acknowledged the importance of the nation character building by creating “mental 
revolution’ movement, which need to be supported. The Application of THK can be applied in every 
aspect of social live, started from individual (Dwipayana,2003:53; Wiana,2003: 263). 

IV. Tempting Desire Trough Critical Consciousness 

Consciousness is divided into tree (1) naïf consciousness, (2) mystic consciousness and (3) critical 
consciousness Martono (2011). Critical consciousness is based on the critical theory. Everything is open 
for critic to find its genuine truth by releasing it from power, economic, prestige, and politic. Therefore, 
there is no need for critic-phobia (Haryatmoko, 2014; Taitel, 2004:155). The ability in receiving critic 
is the maturity measurement. Mystic consciousness is implemented trough dogma, sacredness, and 
revelation (Abdullah, 2010; Snow, 1963:39). Meanwhile, receiving common sense without questioning 
is called naïf consciousness. Everything is about choice, there is tendency of the rules to force their 
followers to follow their want because they think themselves are good (Crouch, 1999:21; Sorensen,2003). 
It can be said that rules are blinded by their power and lust and begin to abandon local genius. Only 
the critical thinking can limit the spread of mystic and naïf consciousness. Trough the lenses of critical 
consciousness it can be said that the Indonesian are now in the middle of the crossroad of their nation 
and state life (Budiawan, 2010:vii; Lickona, 2014). In other word their idealism are now shifting as 
follows: (1) their power are exceeding Dutch colonial 3, (2) they become religious fanatic individual 
4, (3) shift their believe from monotheism to moneyteism5 , (4)   they are away from macrocosms (5) 
prestige overpower the humanity (6) they are engaging pseudo democracy and (7) they serve community 
as a mask of their dark intention as a feature of Kaliyuga epoch 6 (Pageh, 2018). A psidio society is 
hard to change but trough the critical education there is always way to maintain the true identity of 
Indonesian (Widja,2017:25; Philip Erick,1973; Atmadja, 2010; Putra, 2017:317). The socio-cultural 
critical approach originates from ngudi kesampurnaan hidup (local genius) are potential baseline for 
the development of Indonesian character building. The true spirit of character building has turned away 
to the other ideology; therefore the nation grows under different civilization. This causes the obscurity 
of the Indonesia Character Building. As a result, Indonesian stands in the middle of intersection and 
become mediocre nation. Indonesian points their orientation toward western culture but still holding part 
their oriental believe. Elite still maintain their (ascriben status/achievement statui) as an example, elites 
resist “manusa pada’ democracy concept they tend to choose the comfort of feudalistic and paternalistic. 
It can be said that rulers in paternalistic society becomes patron in local genius based democracy 7. 
Indonesian has lost their patron therefore they seek for patron abroad. Politician, statesman, religionist, 
litterateur are now asking and learning trough google and becoming western culture oriented trough the 
use of e-mass 8 (Darma Putra, 2017:317; Atmadja, 2018). Indonesian is paternalistic and feudal society 
therefore they always need patron in their life. It is ideal for Indonesian to build nation character from 
the elites down to ordinary people. The most commonly democracy found is the one that is based on the 
self true truth as found on the Hindu mythology 9 (Suarka, 2017:145; Wisnumurti, 2008). 

V. The Implication Of The Critical Conscious History 

Indonesian needs mental revolution to develop collective consciousness of their spirit of nationality. 

3  In fact bureaucracy is conducted as a superior directive style
4  New religion believer in Bali are more fanatic than believer from the place of birth of the religion
5  Sesari (money given at the ceremony)is the measurement of the religious faith
6  Epoch division in the “cakra mandiling’ a long dure time ciclus, each epoch is influence by before and next epoch rela-
tively
7  The power is not only about top leader but omniscient in every aspect of human life
8  The concept of ‘catur guru” has changed to ‘panca guru “and google become the fifth teacher.
9  Elites is not only the political rules party but also persist in every aspect of social structure
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Indonesia has developed their own religious system that is Nusantara religious system which dated back 
from the megalithic time. Indonesian does not need to worry about their animism and dynamism believes 
which been newly formatted and substituted by the new religion10 . Foreign culture keeps degrading the 
indigenous believe even though Indonesian hardly objects to leave it because the indigenous believe has 
already attached to them (Pujaastawa, 2017: 297). The Indonesian-Indian ideology encounter force the 
Indonesia to marginalized their indigenous religion. Indonesian consider their native religious system 
as tradition as seen in Bali, and it is juridical that the it is just part of culture not as religion11 . The 
encounter of the western and oriental culture, particularly after the spreading of colonialism, bring the 
native cultures are used as hegemonic apparatus for its own people. Lack of critical thinking in receiving 
western civilization brings the colonized nation, including Indonesian subject to hegemonization as the 
discourse often fall to weaken the colonized nation (Said:2012 dan 2010). Therefore, in global education 
and competition the critical thinking and consciousness is highly needed in order to dismantle the western 
thinking which its hegemonic exist in Indonesian post colonial life (Damsar, 2011; Martono, 2011:142). 
From the above explanation it can be said that Indonesian are clumsy in adopting western culture, 
actually they do not need to be clumsy, they only need critical consciousness adopting western culture. 
Western civilization is opposing Indonesian in understanding happiness. It now can be understood that 
“ngudi kewicaksanaan” is the key of the oriental civilization in ‘ngudi kesempurnaan”. Therefore, it 
can be said that the core value of the two civilizations are opposing each other. Western civilization 
and eastern civilization can not be compared apple to apple, this is the essence of the multiculturalism 
(Ardhana, 2017:203; Maliki, 2000). Borobudur and Prambanan temple are technologically advanced 
structure, but Indonesian neglects their advance civilization when it comes to face to face with foreign 
architectural design. It also happens in Bali, Balinese abandoning their asta kosala-kosali system in 
building house. It system proves itself to produce earthquake resistant building (Dwijendra, 2009:5-6). 
The Dutch colonial influence and turns the Balinese indigenous architectural system to concrete structure 
which is vulnerable to the earthquake. Indonesian archipelago lies on the circum pacific and circum 
mediteriania which is earthquake-prone zone but the Indonesian are shifting their architectural design 
from wooden structure to concrete structure which is not earthquake resistant. Today’s trend is moving 
toward the western made technology, leaving the indigenous technology which has already proved its 
effectiveness in creating good life for the nation. Indigenous Balinese architectural structure is earthquake 
safe structure, but modern structure potentially buries its dwellers (Redig, 2017:111). Indonesian must 
look at Japanese as a role model of the development which wisely use technology according to the 
innate environment. “Desa” refers to place where the architectural structure is build, ‘Kala’ denotes time 
which in turn determine the “patra” the existence of the architectural structure. However Indonesian only 
understands concrete structure for its longevity but never measure its corrosion factor weakening the 
structure of the building. They will only acknowledge the weakness after the earthquake which brings 
down burying people (Thompson 2015; Cf. Wilber, 2012. The ‘patra’ of the architectural structure is 
formless before bringing it alive through the procession of ‘melaspas’ the spell for mlaspas is “urip 
ikang taru...”. The spell for concrete structure would be ‘urip ikang beton...” therefore the architectural 
structure is not exist (Setiawan, 2017:81; cf. Titib, 2003). Western patroned-rationale results in “ngudi 
kesampurna” as it is based on western though therefore Indonesia is becoming ‘beger/belog ajum’ nation 
(Endraswara, 2011:153. Getting new concept, idea, or system Indonesian often perceive theirs useless 
and soon abandon them. Abandoned old concept, idea or system is soon replaced by ‘new history’ of the 
collective experience. History is crucially needed to encounter the challenge of the global competition 
(Ardhana, 2017:185; James Fentress and Wickham, 1992: 87). Indonesia must learn from their ancestors 
who have already inherited religious system, social system, traditional house, and temple which already 
based on the desa-kala-patra. This in turn can evoke the nation character of kinship and respecting older 
generation. However the term ‘traditional’ is opposed with the term ‘modern’ which is always considered 
better  (Cf.Mulahern, 2010:204).

 

10  New religion is moneytheism and marketheism labelled as animism and dynamism
11  The indigenous religion is always perceived as idol and suspected to become new religion
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VI. Conclusion and Suggestion  

The Malay Austronesia has already developed their religious system through worshiping ancestor, 
four sibling and Mother Nature supernatural power. The introduction of new religious system tempted 
their desire to abandon their own religious system. The lust of “bongan/belog ajum” overrates the 
truth constructed by foreign culture. Science and technology are new culture adapted from the western 
civilization (Parchiano, 2003). Foreigners who acknowledge the Indonesia local genius better than 
Indonesian is true mockery to the nation. Acquiring science and technology from the foreign culture 
without any critical thinking will only degrades the Indonesia character. I hope to develop critical thinking 
and looking back at the nation history to filter the foreign influence to maintain the nation character and 
identity. The desire to adopt foreign culture should not eradicate the Indonesia identity.     
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